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Red Hot New "Juicing with the Omega Juicer: Nourish and Detox Your Body for Vitality and

Energy" Release! Spend a little time with this amazing compilation of 3 books that includes a

collection of Juliana Baldec's healthy & scrumptious smoothies that you can add to your Diet

Today for awesome pound dropping results! Inside you'll find: Book 1: Juicing To Lose Weight

Book 2: 11 Healthy Smoothies Book 3: 21 Amazing Weight Loss Smoothie Recipes Book 4:

Paleo Is Like You You will love discovering some new smoothie recipes that you might add to

your Diet of Lifestyle. Consider these healthy & scrumptious smoothies to spice up any boring

diet & finally get the results you want. Double Your Life Today with these healthy and

scrumptious smoothies that you can add to your Diet and/or Lifestyle to maximize your pound

dropping results...

From Publishers WeeklyIn an extended work of thoroughgoing research without any strong

polemic, Kamash (Dislocating the Color Line) traces the evolution of perceptions about candy

in the American diet, from rare treat to sin to food. Since sugar, rather than fat, is now largely

considered the dietary fiend, a whole host of conceptions about candy foisted on the public by

marketing, advertising, and media since the early 20th century are being reversed. Kawash

walks the reader through candy's changing fortunes, from the manufacturing innovations at the

beginning of the last century, from the addition of the starch mogul, an automated machine that

allowed candy makers to create ever more fascinating confections to the use of chemists in

order to perfect flavors, to the enlistment of snazzy advertising themes that enticed people to

see sugar as energy food (the calorie was the best thing that ever happened to candy) and

good slimming fun. Yet some complained of candy's deleterious influence on children and

women, who were considered particularly vulnerable to its pleasures. In her proficient cultural

study, Kawash looks at the manipulation of glucose, fructose, and creative derivatives of corn

and soy in the ever-more-pervasive move toward processed foods, which blurs the definition of

candy. Agent: Kirby Kim, WME. (Oct.) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.From Booklist*Starred Review* There’s more to candy than meets the eye (or taste

buds). In this lively, engaging, and deliciously descriptive work, Kawash fills the gap left by

culinary histories that don’t consider candy a food, revealing how the American mass

production of candy in the twentieth century paved the way for the highly processed—and

nutritionally problematic—foods we eat today. For a small, seemingly innocuous treat, candy

has a turbulent history and much-maligned reputation. With gusto, the professor and author

traces the effects of scientific, business, military, cultural, and domestic developments on

candy: from the pervasive (and unfounded) perception of candy as a poisonous threat more

than a century ago to its use as a military staple in the world wars and the truth about

supposedly tainted Halloween treats. Advertisements, newspaper clippings, and more

showcase some amusing and jaw-dropping misconceptions from the past. As nutritional

understanding developed, and breaking foods into their nutrient components allowed

manufactured foods to become more accepted, new products like sugar-coated cereal and

snack bars kept the sweetness but dropped the candy label. Kawash makes a balanced case

against accepting ultraprocessed foods at face value. With a helpful heaping of information in

every verbal bite, this fascinating social and culinary history gives readers a deeper

understanding of the powerful forces at work behind the brightly colored wrappers. --Bridget



Thoreson --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review“Lively,

engaging, deliciously descriptive . . . Kawash makes a balanced case against accepting

ultraprocessed foods at face value. With a helpful heaping of information in every verbal bite,

this fascinating social and culinary history gives readers a deeper understanding of the

powerful forces at work behind the brightly colored wrappers.”  �Bridget Thoreson, Booklist

(starred review)“Sweetly exhaustive social history . . . The author makes able use of her

learning to illuminate these matters in prose that is blessedly free of jaw-busting jargon.”  �Daniel

Akst, The Wall Street Journal“[The] future, of course, is now, when so-called granola bars,

breakfast bars, and energy bars are, in fact, candy bars . . . None of these things, enriched to

the hilt though they may be, are any better for us than a Snickers bar. Nor, for the most part,

are cookies with whole grains in them, or ‘fruit' snacks for children, which Kawash refers to, in

what may be my favorite phrase in any book ever, as ‘candy training pants'. . . Marvelous.”

 �Melanie Rehak, Bookforum“This title is no insubstantial confection. Its thoroughness and

documentation will appeal to those with an avid interest in the history of candy consumption

and American culture.”  �Courtney Greene, Library Journal“If you're a self-admitted, guilt-ridden

sweet-tooth, perhaps Samira Kawash's Candy: A Century of Panic and Pleasure will soothe

your jangled nerves. Even if you're not, Candy is still an eye-opening, myth-busting and, simply

enough, interesting read.”  �Leslie Ken Chu, Vancouver Weekly“Kawash dives deep into the

American relationship with candy, finding irrational and interesting ideas everywhere . . . [She

is] interested in untangling the threads of control, danger and temptation that candy has carried

since it became widely available in the 1880s.”  �Julia Moskin, The New York Times“Though the

subject matter may be fluffy, the treatment is substantive and significant, representing an

important contribution to the literature about what, and how, we eat in 21st-century America..”

 �Kirkus (starred review)“In her proficient cultural study, Kawash looks at the manipulation of

glucose, fructose, and creative derivatives of corn and soy in the ever-more-pervasive move

toward processed foods, which blurs the definition of candy.”  �Publisher's Weekly“In this

delightful, intriguing account of candy in the United States, Samira Kawash argues that we

must stop vilifying this sugary treat and start taking it more seriously--as a cultural icon, a

marker of gender identity, a prototype of the marketing of processed foods, a source of

pleasure for children and adults, and, for good or ill, a contributor to daily diets.”  �Marion Nestle,

Paulette Goddard Professor of Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public Health, New York University,

and author of What to Eat“This fun and substantive guide is a unique take on the history of

candy, examining every argument and complementing candy lovers' belief in ‘excess in

moderation'.”  �Dylan Lauren, owner of Dylan's Candy Bar“In a book that's both erudite and

entertaining, Samira Kawash explores the history of candy and candified food--and comes

down on the side of candy.”  �Jeri Quinzio, author of Of Sugar and Snow: A History of Ice Cream

Making--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorSamira Kawash has a Ph.D. in literary studies from Duke University and is a professor

emerita at Rutgers University. She is the author of Dislocating the Color Line and the founder of

the website Candyprofessor.com. Kawash lives in Brooklyn. --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Copyright 2014, Juliana Baldec.4 In 1 Box Set CompilationALL RIGHTS RESERVED. One or

more global copyright treaties protect the information in this book. This book is not intended to

provide exact details or advice. This book is for informational purposes only. The author

reserves the right to make any changes necessary to maintain the integrity of the information

held within. The information contained in this book is not presented as legal or accounting

advice. All rights reserved, including the right of reproduction in whole or in part in any form. No

parts of this book may be reproduced in any form without written permission of the copyright

owner.NOTICE OF LIABILITYIn no event shall the author or the publisher be responsible or

liable for any loss of profits or other commercial or personal damages, including but not limited

to special incidental, consequential, or any other damages, in connection with or arising out of

furnishing, performance or use of this book.I'm not a doctor nor a diet consultant.Please

always consult your doctor or physician before following any diet or weight loss advice. These

recipes are based on my own experiences and I do only tell my own story and experience.I do

not in any way, shape or form suggest following my weight loss example. Before getting into a

diet or weight loss plan always consult your doctor or physician first.To keep yourself updated,

please visit my healthy smoothie recipe Facebook page here:Table of ContentsTable of

Contents 3Free Surprise Bonus 6Book 1: Juicing To Lose Weight 8My Favorite Quote 9Why

You Should Read This Book 10Introduction 13The 5 Minute 6 Step Juicing System 16Why My

Juicing Diet Works 19Powerful Beginner Juice 22Citrus Immunity Booster 24Everyday Go To
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BonusDear Smoothie lover ...If you'd like to get some more healthy & delicious smoothie

recipes that you can add to your daily meal plan as you follow along with these healthy

smoothie for weight loss recipes, you can download it for free for a very limited time by going

here:http://www.facebook.com/healthysmoothierecipes <http://www.facebook.com/

healthysmoothiesrecipes>Enjoy!Juliana Baldec"Thank you for this wonderful compilation ! I

have bought books of your before but this stuns it all. I am very happy with it. Thanks !."--

LivBook 1: Juicing To Lose WeightMy Favorite Quote“Juices of fruits and vegetables are pure

gifts from Mother Nature and the most natural way to heal your body and make yourself whole

again.”  � Farnoosh BrockWhy You Should Read This BookWhy You Should Read This Book

Juicing is beneficial to your health, but what if you're looking to juice for a specific health

benefit? Find and choose the benefit you're looking to juice for below!Applying a daily juicing

ritual will help with the following:Weight Loss ( I lost 40lbs within a period of 2 month by

combining my Secret Morning Elixir, Juicing, Smoothies and a light meal

plan)AntioxidantsAlzheimer's PreventionAsthma Help ( I suffered for years from breathing

problems and Asthma and finally was able to get rid of it because of my daily Juicing and

Smoothie ritual)Blood CleanseArthritis PreventionBone ProtectionCancer PreventionCervical

Cancer PreventionBreast Cancer PreventionColon Cancer PreventionLiver Cancer

PreventionLung Cancer PreventionProstate Cancer PreventionCataracts PreventionOvarian

Cancer PreventionStomach Cancer PreventionDigestionDetoxificationEnergyDigestionHeart

Disease PreventionImmune SystemHydrationImproving EyesightImproved

ComplexionIncreased Blood CirculationKidney CleanseIncreased LibidoLiver CleanseLower

Blood PressureLower CholesterolMacular Degeneration PreventionMental HealthOsteoporosis

PreventionPain ReliefReduce InflammationReduce Water RetentionStroke PreventionMore

Benefits From Applying A Daily Juicing Habit:Increase in energy and alertness as well as a

renewed sense overall health and vigorWhen you lean the art of juicing you can enjoy delicious

and freshly made fruit and veggie juices to boost your systemEnjoy drinking morning boosting

juices to get your day started and to be ready to face new challengesPlay with all kinds of

flavors and combinations of ingredients in order to find the one combination that you simply

can not live without anymoreYou can say no to sick making preservatives, chemicals, additives,

and yes to natural sweeteners and a wonderful flavor experienceDiscover all kinds of juices

that you can make and use for other things like:Freezing your own juices for later usageUse

your homemade juices for your own self-made cooking and baking recipes like pies, breads,

soups, sauces, muffins, cakes and many other delicious treatsThe juice makes an excellent

stock or natural source of sweetener and they are much easier for the body to process than

refined sugarsWhen you really put your mind to juicing, I imagine you will be amazed by all the

wonderful uses you can find with these magical, healthy and healing juicesWelcome to the

wonderful and magical world of juicing!Introduction"The word juicing scares people because

they think that drinking liquid is dieting. What they don't realize, is that they are regenerating

their blood, cells, and organs to live a longer fulfilling life."Welcome to the wonderful world of

juicing!Thank you for purchasing my juicing book that helped me in association with drinking

smoothies which helped me lose 40 lbs over two month.When I lost my weight I started to juice



and blend at the same time. What I did was either juice or blend a couple of times a day and I

combined it with eating healthy clean foods for 1 meal and a healthy snack or two throughout

the day. I included lots of healthy fibers and protein and avoided fats and sugars.The more

juices and smoothies you drink in combination during the day and the less processed foods

you consume the more weight you are going to lose.After having gone through my first Juicing-

Smoothie diet for a period of around 60 days, I was able to lose weight for the first time in my

life. Not only did I lose the weight, but I was also able to keep and maintain my weight until

today.I am consuming my juices and smoothies on a daily basis and I have never been feeling

more energized, stress free and fit.I am going to share my experience with juicing in this

book.If your goal is to lose weight in a delicious, healthy, effective, quick, effortless and non-

harming way, make sure to consume a combination of juices and smoothie recipes.This

combination is what helped me in the end become successful with my weight loss goal and

combining juices and smoothies also provides you with more different types of healthy drink

variations.You can also check out my Smoothies series at the end of the book.Just one last tip

before we get started with the actual recipes.These healthy ingredients and nutrients that are

inside these juices do even become more beneficial to your body and mind if used and

consumed in combination with a light yoga workout or any other workout that you prefer.When I

am on a juicing/smoothie diet or when I am maintaining my weight after such a diet, I am

always adding some Hatha Yoga poses to my dailyschedule. You can use any light workout

that you like and enjoy doing in order to accelerate your weight loss in a very natural and

healthy way.Before I had some health issues like breathing problems and asthma, stress and

sleeping problems, but since I included daily Yoga combined with these healthy juices and

smoothies that I am consuming on a regular basis into my lifestyle, I am a new person.Feeling

sick is an experience of my past.I am so happy that I got started with changing my lifestyle

from a common and unhealthy meal plan to one that includes these delicious and healthy

juices which kind of transformed my life into a balanced, healthy, energized and clean lifestyle!I

am enjoying this lifestyle so much that I decided to motivate and encourage others to get

started with juicing, too.Depending on your own goals and preferences, you can either

consume juices to become a healthier you or you can apply them as a juicing diet or a

combination of juicing and smoothie diet in order to develop a leaner body or to lose some

pounds.Make sure to first consult your doctor or physician to make sure that this diet is a good

fit for your own personal situation.Preparing these healthy juices with pulp does not take much

time out of your schedule, and if you'd like to learn some cool time management tricks that

apply to a healthy lifestyle that includes disciplines like yoga and/or meditation then I highly

recommend my sister's book series that you can find on Ebook Tops as well.She calls it her

Daily Ritual Yoga and Meditation Lifestyle series. You can check it out right here: type in her

author name Alecandra Baldec into Ebook Tops.com and you will find all her Yoga & Meditation

ritual lifestyle books!Each juicing recipe for weight loss includes a list of ingredients that you

need to have in order to get started. Each juice does not take longer than 5 minute in terms of

preparation.For each juice recipe, simply follow my 5 Minute 6 Step Juicing System chapter

and make sure to use organic products, fruits and vegetables whenever you can.I include

exactly the same recipes that helped me lose 40 lbs over two month. I combined these juicing

recipes in combination with my smoothie recipes for weight loss.You can check out my full

catalog of books here: type in my name Juliana Baldec into Ebook Tops.com and you will find

all my books.I hope you enjoy the book and I hope that you will get lots of inspiration and

stimulation out of the book in order to be able to take advantage and be empowered by the fact

that you can lose weight very effectively, but also by the fact that these healthy juices are



helping you tap into some very powerful health benefits.Remember, each and every recipe and

ingredient has its own benefits for weight loss and health!All you have to do is identify your goal

and take your daily action steps. If you follow my juicing diet model from this book, you will

have the same success with these delicious and healthy juices.If you are looking to just

become healthier, make sure to integrate more and more of these juice recipes into your daily

meal plan and if you are looking to lose weight, first check with your doctor and then you can

follow my juicing for weigh loss recipes.Everybody has a different goal and you can consume

less or more of these juices depending on your personal situation, your goal and your

lifestyle.One thing is for sure, if you get yourself into the habit of consuming these juices, you

will empower and transform your body and mind with the result of a healthier, fitter, cleaner and

leaner you!The 5 Minute 6 Step Juicing SystemStep by Step Instructions For Juicing
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